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Mechanobiology—a cell’s interaction with its physical environment—can influence a
myriad of cellular processes including how cells migrate, differentiate and proliferate.
In many diseases, remodeling of the extracellular matrix (ECM) is observed such as
tissue stiffening in rigid scar formation after myocardial infarct. Utilizing knowledge of
cell mechanobiology in relation to ECM remodeling during pathogenesis, elucidating the
role of the ECM in the progression—and perhaps regression—of disease is a primary
focus of the field. Although the importance of mechanical signaling in the cardiac cell is
well-appreciated, our understanding of how these signals are sensed and transduced
by cardiomyocytes is limited. To overcome this limitation, recently developed tools and
resources have provided exciting opportunities to further our understandings by better
recapitulating pathological spatiotemporal ECM stiffness changes in an in vitro setting.
In this review, we provide an overview of a conventional model of mechanotransduction
and present understandings of cardiomyocyte mechanobiology, followed by a review
of emerging tools and resources that can be used to expand our knowledge of
cardiomyocyte mechanobiology toward more clinically relevant applications.
Keywords: heart disease, biomaterials, hydrogels, cardiovascular disease, mechanosensation, elasticity,
biophysical environment, extracellular matrix (ECM)

INTRODUCTION
Great progress has been made in understanding the various stimuli that regulate and maintain
function in the beating heart. It is widely accepted that mechanical signaling is important for the
coordination and regulation of cardiac function, and that the physical properties of the cardiac
tissue change with aging and disease, however it remains unclear how the heart receives and
responds to these mechanical signals.
Over the past decade, cell mechanobiology—the multidisciplinary study of interactions between
cells and their physical environment—has illustrated that integrin-mediated sensation and
transduction of mechanical signals plays an important role in controlling cellular behavior.
New understandings from integrin-mediated mechanotransduction have contributed to advances
in many fields, notably in stem cell technologies and understanding cancer progression. With
respect to the importance of mechanical signaling in the heart, it is reasonable to suggest that
interactions between cardiomyocytes and their physical environment would also be integral to the
heart’s function.
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In this review, we provide a summary of the present
understanding of cardiomyocyte mechanobiology, with a focus
on integrin mediated mechanotransduction, and then provide
an insight toward emerging tools and techniques that can be
used to further expand understandings of cell mechanobiology
in the heart.

FOUNDATIONS OF MECHANOBIOLOGY
Mechanisms of Mechanosensation
and Mechanotransduction
Cells receive many mechanical signals and cues from the
extracellular matrix (ECM). These can include topographical
variations in the substrate, the changes in stiffness over time and
changes in stiffness over space. The ECM is formed from many
proteins, glycosaminoglycans, and proteoglycans which all serve
structural and non-structural roles in supporting and guiding
cellular behavior. The components of the ECM and the roles
thereof have been reviewed here (Bonnans et al., 2014). Notable
protein constituents of the ECM are collagens, laminins, and
fibronectins. These proteins act as ligands for cell adhesion as well
as serving as being significant in the structure and organization
of the ECM. The exact composition of the ECM varies from
tissue to tissue, for example adipose tissue is rich in non-fibrillar
collagen VI (Mariman and Wang, 2010) whereas cardiac tissue
primarily consists of fibrillar collagen I. The composition of ECM
can change over time, notably due to disease, which can result in
marked remodeling of the ECM. Heart attack is an example of
this, where, following a myocardial infarction, there is a dramatic
increase in the proportion of collagen I at the site of the infarct as
scar tissue is formed to replace dead cardiac tissue.
The ECM is key to carrying and providing mechanical cues
to cells (Figure 1), which are in turn received by the cell
through membrane bound integrins; heterodimers consisting of
an alpha and beta subunit. Cellular interactions with the ECM
can be mediated by the integrins that are expressed at the cell
membrane. In mammals, there are 24 unique combinations of
alpha and beta subunits, each binding to a specific set of ligands
(Israeli-Rosenberg et al., 2014). Due to the specificity of integrins,
the types and quantity of integrins on a cell membrane are
believed to play a key role in determining the signals received by
a cell and how the cell responds.
Integrins are connected to the cytoskeleton through a group
of proteins known as the focal adhesion complex (FAC). FAC
involves a number of adapter proteins, such as talin, α-actinin,
and vinculin (Belkin and Koteliansky, 1987; Bois et al., 2006;
Ye et al., 2014), which link integrins to filamentous actin of the
cytoskeleton (Ye et al., 2014). These adapter proteins are believed
to act like a “molecular clutch” because like a clutch in a car, these
adapter proteins determine the level of engagement between
the ECM and the cytoskeleton, which in turn determines how
efficiently mechanical forces are transmitted between the ECM
and the cytoskeleton (Swaminathan and Waterman, 2016). Talin
and vinculin are believed to be mechanosensitive because talin
has cryptic binding sites for vinculin, which are revealed through
mechanical stretching (del Rio et al., 2009) and vinculin appears
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FIGURE 1 | The basic mechanotransduction pathway. Mechanical forces
transmitted through the ECM are received by the cell at integrins. Integrins are
connected to the cytoskeleton via the focal adhesion complex (FAC). Adapter
proteins within the FAC transduce mechanical signals in to biochemical signals,
triggering RhoA-ROCK mediated contraction of non-muscle actomyosin.
Traction forces are generated by actomyosin activity, which activate
transcription factors that enact changes to gene transcription in the nucleus.

to have force-mediated recruitment and activation (Balaban et al.,
2001) via mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) binding
(Holle et al., 2013).
The FAC can be a site of signal transduction, where
mechanical signals are transformed into biochemical signals.
One of the key signal-transduction pathways is the RhoA-ROCK
pathway, where focal adhesion kinase (FAK) phosphosrylates
RhoA, which leads to the activation of Rho associated protein
kinase 1 (ROCK). FAK has also been implicated heavily
in the development of cancer and researchers are currently
investigating whether FAK could be a therapeutic target for
treating various forms of cancer (Lee et al., 2015; Hirt et al., 2018).
Laboratory studies have identified several promising inhibitors,
which are progressing through the early stages of clinical testing
(Lee et al., 2015; Lv et al., 2018).
The RhoA-ROCK pathway is responsible for cellular force
generation through the phosphorylation of myosin light chain,
which leads to contraction of non-muscle actin-myosin filaments
generation traction forces. Traction forces exerted by the cell
are resisted by the cellular microenvironment, which leads to
changes in cell shape and controls the level of force applied
to the membrane-bound integrins. Because the generation
of traction forces are mediated by the physical properties
of the cellular microenvironment (e.g., topography, stiffness,
and ligand availability), it is believed that the generation of
tractions forces is a mechanisms for cells to actively probe and
respond the mechanical properties of their microenvironment
(Lo et al., 2000; Ingber, 2003; Eyckmans et al., 2011). Beyond
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Mechanical Cues Control Major
Cellular Processes

the generation of traction forces, the RhoA-ROCK pathway has
been implicated in several other mechanosensitive processes,
such as the translocation of the co-transcription factors YAP/TAZ
(Dupont et al., 2011) and MRTF-A (Yu et al., 2016), which shuttle
between the cytoplasm and the nucleus to signal changes in
gene transcription.

Traditionally, mechanobiology has been studied using 2dimensional (2D), spatially and temporally static hydrogel
platforms. Hydrogels have been made from naturally derived
materials, such as collagen or hyaluronic acid (HA), and synthetic
materials, such as polyacrylamide (PA) and polyethylene glycol
(PEG). The advantages of each material has been debated in past
and has been reviewed in more detail here (Ruedinger et al.,
2014; Thiele et al., 2014), however all have been used to reveal
foundational insights toward cell mechanobiology.
In many cell types, morphology, apopotosis, and proliferation
are controlled through mechanosensation. Conventionally on a
2D substrate, cells are small and circular on a soft matrix and
large and spread on a stiff matrix (Wang et al., 2000; Engler et al.,
2006; Hadden et al., 2017) and in fibroblasts cultured on collagen
hydrogels (Hadjipanayi et al., 2009) or collagen coated PA (Wang
et al., 2000) increased rates of proliferation and decreased rates of
apoptosis were observed on stiffer substrates.
Mechanical signaling is involved differentiation and
migration. An early demonstration of this used PA hydrogels
of different substrate stiffness to guide the differentiation of
mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) cultured in identical serum
conditions (Engler et al., 2006). Using early markers of
lineage specification, it was found that cells preferentially
differentiated toward tissues that were similar in stiffness
to the substrates they were cultured on. For example, a soft
matrix (<1 kPa) promoted neurogenic differentiation whereas
a stiff matrix (>25 kPa) promoted osteogenic differentiation.
It has been shown that similar outcomes can be achieved
by controlling cell shape (McBeath et al., 2004; Kilian et al.,
2010; Major and Choi, 2018), whereby increasing cell size
promoted osteogenic differentiation and smaller cell size
promoted adipogenic differentiation. Stiffness-mediated
and shape-mediated changes to cell behavior are believed
to both be a consequence of traction force generation, as
traction forces can be controlled through both substrate
stiffness and cell shape (Califano and Reinhart-King, 2010;
Rape et al., 2011).
Further studies demonstrated that many cells, including
adipose-derived stem cells (ASC) (Hadden et al., 2017), MSCs
(Vincent et al., 2013), and fibroblasts (Hartman et al., 2017)
preferentially migrate toward stiffer substrates through the
process of durotaxis. Durotaxis has been demonstrated through
time lapse microscopy of cells cultured on hydrogels patterned
with a stiffness gradient. Durotaxis is mediated by ECM ligands
that the cells are exposed to Hartman et al. (2017) and has been
shown in ASC to only occur above a threshold stiffness gradient
(8.2 kPa/mm) (Hadden et al., 2017).

Protein Markers of Mechanosensation
A number of proteins that are sensitive to changes in the
mechanical environment have been identified and it has
been suggested that these proteins could be used to better
understand the relationship between cellular functions and
mechanosensation. Using immunocytochemistry, several studies
have quantified the expression of these proteins and used protein
expression as a measure of mechanosensation. Key proteins
are described below, and their mechanosensitive expression is
visually illustrated in Figure 2.

Lamin-A
Lamin-A is one of the intermediate filaments that constitute
the nuclear lamina. Lamin-A is believed to play a key role in
determining nuclear stiffness and to have a regulatory role in gene
expression through interactions between DNA and the nuclear
lamina (Swift et al., 2013). Lamin-A is also essential for postnatal growth as knockout of lamin-A in mouse models results
in severe growth retardation and premature death (Sullivan
et al., 1999; Jahn et al., 2012). Lamin-A expression has been
used an indicator of mechanosensation as Lamin-A expression
scales with tissue stiffness in vivo and substrate stiffness in vitro,
whereby increased substrate stiffness results in increased lamin-A
expression (Swift and Discher, 2014).

YAP/TAZ
Yes-associated protein (YAP) and transcriptional coactivator
with PDZ-binding motif (TAZ) are co-transcription
factors that have been implicated as major regulators
of mechanotransduction. YAP/TAZ are believed to relay
mechanical signals from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, where
they enact changes in gene expression. Several experiments
have shown that increased traction force increases nuclear
YAP localization and that inhibition of mechanotransduction
abolishes this response (Dupont et al., 2011; Hadden et al., 2017).
YAP/TAZ localization is useful as a tool for measuring the level
of mechanotransduction within a cell.

MRTF-A
Myocardin related transcription factor A (MRTF-A), also known
as MKL1, is a transcription factor that shuttles between the
cytoplasm and the nucleus. When inactive, MRTF-A is bound
to globular actin (G-actin) and is localized within the cytoplasm.
MRTF-A becomes active when G-actin dissociates from MRFTA to be polymerised to form actomyosin. Upon dissociation,
MRTF-A is sequestered in to the nucleus where it can enact
changes to gene expression (Yu et al., 2016). Similar to YAP/TAZ,
the degree of MRTF-A nuclear or cytoplasmic localization can be
used as an indicator of mechanosensation (Hadden et al., 2017).
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CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF
CARDIAC MECHANOBIOLOGY
Cardiomyocytes Are Mechanosensitive
In the context of cardiac physiology, it is accepted that
cardiomyocytes are mechanosensitive, however the mechanisms
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FIGURE 2 | Proteins as mechanomarkers. Expression of Lamin A, YAP and MRTF-A are dependent on mechanical signaling. When exposed to (A) soft ECM,
YAP/TAZ and MRTF-A are inactive. When exposed to a (B) stiff ECM, there is increased assembly of non-muscle actomyosin stress fibers and focal adhesion
complexes. MRTF-A dissociates from globular actin (G-actin) and both YAP/TAZ and MRTF-A translocate to the nucleus. The expression of Lamin-A in the nuclear
lamina also increases.

and the force of contraction increased accordingly (Hersch
et al., 2013). In this study, the authors did not observe
any structural differences between cardiomyocytes cultured on
different substrate stiffnesses, potentially because late embryonic
cardiomyocytes were used which may have been more terminally
differentiated than cardiomyocytes used in other studies. Based
on these observations, the authors suggested that cardiomyocytes
may be able to quickly adapt the force of contraction in response
to mechanical resistance from the cellular microenvironment
without significant reorganization of the cytoskeleton.
There appear to be two main pathways for
mechanotransduction in cardiomyocytes: through integrins
and through cadherins. Chopra et al. demonstrated this by
culturing neonatal rat cardiomyocytes on PA gels coated in either
type I collagen or in N-cadherin, neonatal rat cardiomyocytes
demonstrated many similar trends in cell shape, cytoskeletal
organization and the generation of traction forces (Chopra et al.,
2011). N-cadherin is a major constituent of the intercalated
discs, a strong mechanical linkage between cardiomyocytes, and
has been shown to be essential for the development of the heart
(Kostetskii et al., 2005). The intercalated disc is a characteristic
feature of mature cardiomyocytes not typically found in the
mesenchymal cells used to model mechanotransduction. This
study suggested that cardiomyocytes are sensitive to N-cadherin
mediated mechanical signaling and possibly also cell-cell
mechanical signaling through the intercalated discs. Other
studies have suggested that the loss of intercalated disks plays a
role in age-related loss of cardiac function and that reinforcement
of the intercalated disks may help preserve cardiac function
(Kaushik et al., 2015; Sessions et al., 2018).

and implication of cardiomyocyte mechanosensation are
not well-understood.
There is evidence that appropriately matching substrate
stiffness can promote the maturation of induced pluripotent
stem cell (iPSC) derived cardiomyocytes (Herron et al.,
2016) and of embryonic cardiomyocytes (Young and Engler,
2011). Cardiomyocytes derived from iPSC and cultured on
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membranes had more mature
electrophysiology compared to cells cultured on glass, shown
by action potential configuration and conduction, and connexin
43 expression. Embryonic chicken cardiomyocytes demonstrated
increased levels of the late cardiac marker troponin-T and a timedependent decrease in the early cardiac marker NKX2.5 when
cultured on a modified hyaluronic acid (HA) that stiffened over
time as opposed to cells cultured temporally static hydrogels
(Young and Engler, 2011). In conjunction with the observations
from derived cardiomyocytes, it appears that substrate stiffness
plays an important role in the maturation of cardiac muscle and
that these changes are time dependent.
Substrate stiffness is also known to alter the phenotype
of cardiomyocytes. In embryonic quail and neonatal rat
cardiomyocytes grown on 2D polyacrylamide (PA) hydrogels, cell
shape and the level of sarcomere organization were found to be
stiffness dependent (Engler et al., 2008; Jacot et al., 2008). In both
cases, it was found that approximately 10 kPa was the optimal
stiffness for the growth of cardiomyocytes, where the shape was
more myocyte-like, the sarcomeres showed clear striations and
functionally cells were better capable of maintaining constant
spontaneous beating.
Substrate stiffness also appears to play an important role in
force generation during contraction (Hersch et al., 2013; Ribeiro
et al., 2015). Hersch et al. used traction force microscopy to
measure the force of contraction of single rat cardiomyocytes
cultured on PDMS substrates of varying stiffness. As substrate
stiffness increased, the length of contraction remained constant
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The Cardiac Cellular Microenvironment
The heart is unique as an organ in the way that it spontaneously
contracts in a coordinated fashion. Accordingly, cardiomyocytes
are unique in their cellular structure and organization to support
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the function of the heart. Mechanotransduction is often modeled
using stem cells, however there are several key structural
differences between cardiomyocytes and stem cells, outlined
in Figure 3.
Like most ECM, the cardiac ECM is constituted of many
components, and has been reviewed here (Nielsen et al.,
2017), however the key elements are summarized here.
Structurally, the ECM can be divided in to the interstitial
matrix, the ECM that exists between cells, and the basement
membrane, the ECM that immediately surrounds the cells.
In the heart, the interstitial matrix is comprised mostly of
fibrillar collagen I, and primarily provides structural support
for the cell. The basement membrane contains a mixture of
proteins including laminin, collagen, and many proteoglycans.
Throughout the ECM are non-structural matricellular proteins,
such as osteopontin and matrix metalloproteins, which help
in organizing the structure of the ECM and can provide
important chemical signals to cells. With regards to the
physical properties of healthy cardiac tissue, the stiffness is
typically around 10 kPa (Berry et al., 2006; Janmey and
Miller, 2011). Following myocardial infarction, tissue stiffness
changes dramatically at the site of the infarct, initially
softening as dead cells are removed and then increasing to
approximately 40 kPa during scar formation (Berry et al.,
2006). In vitro matching substrate stiffness to physiological
values (∼10 kPa) has been found to promote maturation
and improve contractility in neonatal cardiomyocytes whereas
pathological stiffnesses (>35 kPa) result in hypertrophy and
reduced contractility (Engler et al., 2004; Jacot et al., 2008;
McCain et al., 2014).
Cardiomyocytes adhere to ECM primarily through α1β1,
α5β1, and α7β1 integrins, which bind to collagen, fibronectin,
and laminin, respectively (Israeli-Rosenberg et al., 2014). Integrin
expression varies as a consequence of development and disease.
For example, the expression of the α5 subunit is reduced and
the expression of the α7 subunit increases during post-natal

development (Brancaccio et al., 1998) and ischemia can promote
the expression of both the α5 and α7 subunits (Nawata, 1999).
The cellular structure and organization of cardiomyocytes
have been reviewed in depth by Lyon et al. (2015) and so
will be only briefly covered by this review. There are two key
function-specific structures in cardiomyocytes: the sarcomere
and the intercalated disk. The sarcomere is the basic contractile
unit within the cardiomyocyte and the degree of sarcomeric
organization is often used as an indicator of cardiomyocyte
differentiations and maturation. Sarcomeres are often visualized
using α-actinin (Ribeiro et al., 2015; Pandey et al., 2018),
troponin-I (Annabi et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016) and troponin-T
(Yahalom-Ronen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017) and other sarcomeric
proteins, such as myosin heavy chain and myosin light chain,
are used as indicators of cardiac differentiation and maturation
(Choi et al., 2010; Higuchi et al., 2013; Yahalom-Ronen et al.,
2015; Li et al., 2017). As traction forces play a significant role
in mechanosensation, it is unclear how the additional contractile
apparatus affects the rest of mechanotransduction pathway.
The intercalated disc is a characteristic feature of mature
cardiomyocytes not typically found in the mesenchymal cells
used to model mechanotransduction. Intercalated discs form
the major link between adjacent cardiomyocytes and are
essential for coordinating contraction and transmitting electrical
and mechanical signals between cells. N-cadherin is a major
component of intercalated discs, being involved in the formation
of fascia adherens junctions and area composita, two junctions
that mechanically link the intercalated disc to the cytoskeleton
(Mezzano and Sheikh, 2012). In mouse models, knockout of
N-cadherin leads to a loss of intercalated discs, morphological
changes to the heart that resemble a dilated cardiomyopathy and
leads to sudden death (Kostetskii et al., 2005). There is evidence
that cadherins can mediate mechanotransduction independent of
integrins. Chopra et al. demonstrated this by culturing neonatal
rat cardiomyocytes on PA gels coated in either type I collagen
or in N-cadherin, neonatal rat cardiomyocytes demonstrated

FIGURE 3 | Key differences between stem cell and cardiac mechanotransduction. (A) In stem cell models of mechanotransduction, mechanical signals are received
by membrane bound integrins, transduced in to biochemical signals that result in traction force generation by non-muscle actomyosin. (B) Cardiomyocytes are
characterized by having aligned muscle actomyosin and intercalated disks; intercellular links for electrical and mechanical coordination of contraction. It is currently
unclear how the sarcomere and nucleus are mechanically linked to membrane bound integrins and the cadherins that link cells together.
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stamps that are used to define an area where an ECM protein,
such as fibronectin, could be applied allowing cells to adhere
to the area marked by the PDMS stamp, but not elsewhere.
In the past, this technique has been primarily used to guide
differentiation, in mixed differentiation media, by controlling
cell shape. McBeath et al. found that restricted cell spreading
promoted adipogenesis and larger spreading areas promoted
osteogenesis (McBeath et al., 2004). Kilian et al. confirmed
this result and found that the key to guiding differentiation
was cell contractility, measured through myosin IIa expression,
rather than cell size itself (Kilian et al., 2010). Major and Choi
further investigated cell spreading and size work in conjunction
with substrate stiffness to determine differentiation, however
this study found that under more complex conditions, signals
can compete and mask one another. For example, under
adipogenic stiffness conditions, increasing cell spreading area
would promote the expression of the osteogenic differentiation
marker RUNX2 however when cultured on osteogenic stiffness
conditions, cell size-induced differences in RUNX2 expression
were attenuated. This illustrates the potential complications
using complex platforms as well as the importance of developing
and studying combinatorial platforms.
Patterning hydrogels like this allows the distribution
of cells to be controlled, making it possible to examine
the differences between cell-ECM and cell-cell signaling
in cardiomyocyte mechanobiology. In light of the known
importance of intercalated discs in cardiac function (Sheikh
et al., 2009; Lyon et al., 2015) and the differences between
integrin and N-cadherin mediated mechanosensation (Chopra
et al., 2011), it would be valuable to understand how different
forms of mechanical signaling effects cardiomyocytes and the
implications this might have if the relationship between the cells
and their microenvironment were to change.

many similar trends in cell shape, cytoskeletal organization
and the generation of traction forces (Chopra et al., 2011).
This study suggested that cardiomyocytes are sensitive to Ncadherin mediated mechanical signaling and possibly also cellcell mechanical signaling through the intercalated discs.

EMERGING MATERIALS AND METHODS
FOR UNDERSTANDING
CARDIAC MECHANOBIOLOGY
Whilst simple platforms have provided us with a basic
understanding of cardiac mechanobiology, the in vivo cardiac
environment combines a number of complex mechanical signals.
Cardiac tissue is striated, temporally dynamic, 3-dimensional
(3D), and viscoelastic. To emulate this, materials would need
to incorporate spatial patterning, temporal patterning, support
3D culture, have tuneable viscoelastic elements and furthermore
would also need to combine all these elements to reveal how
each signal interacts with one another. Similar challenges are
faced across the field of mechanobiology and to this end, new
materials and methods have been developed that can allow for
more comprehensive mimicry of the cellular microenvironment.
To bridge the gap between in vitro platforms and the in vivo
environment, we should take inspiration from these materials
and methods used to study mechanobiology in other cells, such
as stem cells, fibroblasts or cancer cells, and adapt them to expand
upon our understanding of cardiomyocyte mechanobiology.

Spatial Patterning
Recent developments in spatially patterned platforms have
presented some interesting solutions to some of the challenges
in studying cardiomyocytes. A number of techniques have been
developed to create platforms with a stiffness gradient, as a highthroughput system for analyzing mechanosensitive properties
of cells (Hartman et al., 2016; Hadden et al., 2017). These
platforms were used to generate higher resolution data than
past studies by examining protein expression, cell morphology,
and cell migration on a continuous gradient rather than at
discrete stiffnesses. These platforms were developed using PA and
took utilized chemical gradients during fabrication to generate
a mechanical gradient, however there are other approaches to
developing patterned hydrogels. A promising approach is to
use photolithography, where controlled light exposure is used
to create mechanical patterns in hydrogels during fabrication.
This can be achieved using hydrogels with a photoinitiated
fabrication process, such as gelatin methacyloyl (GelMA), where
a photomask can be used to vary light exposure across the
hydrogel during fabrication, allowing for a stiffness pattern to be
incorporated in to the hydrogel.
Spatial patterning of hydrogels can also involve controlling
the area available for cells to grow. In the past, this has involved
microcontact stamping, to control the spatial distribution of
ligands across the substrate (Engler et al., 2004) or microcontact
printing, to control the physical area available for cell adhesion
(McBeath et al., 2004; Kilian et al., 2010; Major and Choi, 2018).
Typically, microcontact printing involves fabricating PDMS
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Temporal Patterning
Given that many diseases change the stiffness of the ECM
over time, it is possible that the ECM could be a target for
treatments. This concept has been investigated in the context
of cancer, however the importance of time-dependent stiffness
changes is not well-understood. Temporal elements in hydrogel
platforms are invaluable in understanding the importance of
time dependent changes as they reveal the interplay between
mechanical signals across time, something which is not captured
by temporally static platforms.
A major limitation of many dynamically stiffened hydrogels
is that the stiffness changes are irreversible and so cannot
investigate the reversibility of stiffness-induced cellular changes.
Rosales et al. (2017) overcame this challenge by developing
a material that combined two independent chemistries; one
chemistry that is photodegradable and one chemistry for
photocrosslinking, so that the material could be both softened
and stiffened on demand. Using this material, the investigators
were able to soften the material from 14.8 to 3.5 kPa and
then stiffen the material to 27.7 kPa, illustrating the range
of stiffnesses achievable by the material. Using this platform,
the investigators probed the capacity of human MSCs to
respond to dynamic environmental stiffness changes, chiefly
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Viscoelasticity

examining cell size, shape and nuclear YAP localization. It was
found that, as demonstrated by temporally static platforms,
that reducing substrate stiffness reduced cell size, increased
the roundness of the cells and decreased the level of nuclear
YAP localization and the opposite for increasing substrate
stiffness. Interestingly, whilst increasing substrate stiffness did
partially restore cell size, shape and YAP localization to presoftening levels, complete recovery was not observed despite
the post-stiffening stiffness being double that of the initial
stiffness. These findings suggest that there are time-dependent
characteristics of mechanosensation, not captured by static
hydrogel platforms.
These observations are supported by Abdeen et al. (2016),
who performed a similar experiment using a hydrogel material
functionalised with magnetic particles. Using their magnetoactive
hydrogel, substrate stiffness can be reversibly increased from
0.1 to 90 kPa by applying a magnetic field to the hydrogel.
Investigators measured cell size and Runx2 expression as cells
were exposed to various regimes of substrate softening and
stiffening and similar to Rosales et al. it was observed that the
relationship between cell size and Runx2 expression and substrate
stiffness was dependent on the regime the cells were exposed to.
Findings from these temporally dynamic platforms has
illustrated that the dimension of time is an important
consideration for the study of mechanobiology and
potentially treatments targeting the ECM. With regards to
heart disease, understanding time-dependent changes to
cardiac mechanobiology would inform us of appropriate time
frames for treatments or the suitability of certain treatments,
given the degree of ECM remodeling observed in disease,
such as myocardial infarction coupled with limitations in
our capacity to alter the physical characteristics of the
in vivo environment.

Many hydrogel materials used for past in vitro studies, such
as PA, are purely elastic, however for many tissues, including
myocardium, the ECM is actually viscoelastic (Urban et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2016). As a viscoelastic material, the ECM
has time-dependent characteristics in the way that it responds
to stress (force applied per unit of area) and strain (the degree
to which an object is deformed). These properties are generally
described by strain-rate dependence, stress-relaxation and creep,
which are best explained by engineering textbooks such as
“Mechanical Response of Polymers: An Introduction” (Wineman
and Rajagopal, 2000). Presently, the viscoelasticity in many
hydrogel materials has not been well-characterized and there are
few materials where viscoelastic properties can be tuned, however
based on the materials that are available, it has been shown
that viscoelasticity can have a significant effect on cell behavior
and growth.
In one example, a modified alginate-based hydrogel material
was used to investigate the role of stress-relaxation in stem
cell differentiation. The material had mobile crosslinks that
become restructured as stresses and strains were applied, and
could be modified to tune the stress-relaxation time of the
material. In samples with the same initial elastic modulus,
it was found that the stress relaxation time mediated cell
spreading in 3D and could guide stem cell differentiation
synergistically with other differentiation cues (Chaudhuri
et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2017). In another study, PA was used
to study viscoelasticity, through varying the proportions
of acrylamide and bis-acrylamide to generate gels with
the same elasticity but different creep responses (Cameron
et al., 2011) and it was found that creep influenced the
morphology, proliferation and differentiation potential of
human MSCs.
Viscoelasticity is a property of biomaterials that in past has
had limited exploration due to limitations of the materials
available, however emerging materials have highlighted that cells
can detect and respond the viscoelasticity of their environment.
This makes viscoelasticity an important consideration in trying
to understand mechanosensation and mechanotransduction,
notably in 3D culture environments, and is another facet of the
cellular microenvironment that can be emulated.

Dimensionality
Introducing dimensionality has been a large focus of recent works
as it is generally appreciated that many cells do not grow in a
2D monolayer but in a 3D environment, however until recently
there were few platforms that were suitable or able to sustain a
3D culture. There are now several materials that are available for
encapsulating cells, such as GelMA (Loessner et al., 2016) and
modified HA (Caliari et al., 2016), which have shown that the
trends observed in 2D are not necessarily representative of the
trends observed in 3D. Notably, cell spreading and YAP/TAZ
nuclear localization were reduced as stiffness increased in 3D,
which is the inverse of what is traditionally observed in 2D
(Caliari et al., 2016). Possible explanations to this could be
related to the pore size of the material, which is coupled to
the stiffness of the material and could be restricting the volume
expansion of cells, which has been suggested as a key regulator
of cellular functions (Lee et al., 2019). This idea is supported
by Caliari et al. who found that increasing the susceptibility of
the hydrogel to enzymatic degradation enhanced cell spreading
and the nuclear translocation of YAP (Caliari et al., 2016),
suggesting that cell volume itself may play a key role in regulating
cellular function.
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FROM BENCHTOP TO BEDSIDE
Many innovative and creative strategies have been devised
to overcome the challenges involved in mimicking the
in vivo environment in vitro. This has involved adapting
simple materials to be used in complex applications and
opening new opportunities through the development of
new materials, allowing us greater control over the way
we mimic the spatial and temporal elements of the cellular
microenvironment in 2D and 3D. With these developments
in mind, there are now many resources available for study
the role of mechanosensation in the transition from healthy
to pathological states and the possibility of manipulating
the physical environment, or cells perception thereof, as
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a form of treatment. There is also potential in devising
combinatorial platforms that combine biochemical, electrical
and mechanical signaling in order enhance the efficacy of
in vitro studies.
Major challenges still exist, notably difficulties in
studying viscoelasticity and understanding the discrepancies
between mechanosensation in 2D and 3D. Despite this,
the frontier of our mechanobiology understandings have
expanded through the development of tools and resources,
and in bridging the gap between in vitro studies and
in vivo observations.
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